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PERT OVERVIEW
PERT has a strong history of technical excellence and innovation, spanning more
than 25 years of industrial experience. The company delivers flexible, efficient
and customised plant solutions and equipment to the international steel and
manufacturing industries.
PERT focuses on 2 core businesses: industrial plant manufacturing and general
engineering.
For over two decades the company mission has been to transfer technology and
know how, through the supply of production lines and complete mills.
PERT has grown through continuous improvement; a staff of highly skilled
engineers provides an integrated system of services through a dynamic and flexible
approach, delivering superior product quality and value excellence to its customers.
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PERT innovations in long products rolling mills

PERT BS STAND

PERT BS STAND

The stands patented by PERT Long Product Division are “BS-BiSupport” type.
This is a technologically advanced solution which grants to the train high levels
of flexibility and sturdiness.
Their key competitive advantages are the compactness and rapidity of ring
change, typical of the cantilever stands.

Today our customers are heavily investing in complete rolling mills or revamping
their existing plants. The major challenges they face in their day-to-day
business operations focus on:
• How to reduce the investments for civil works, buildings and cranes
•

How to reduce the equipment delivery times

•

How to reduce the investment cost for mill trains

•

How to reduce spare parts

•

Equipment without on board piping

•

Easy maintenance equipment

•

High performance equipment

Following the production and maintenance managers’advice, PERT has fully
responded to the market needs, and has become the first company to develop
cutting-edge technology for long-products rolling mills.
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Moreover, they maintain and increase the high performance levels of the
housingless stands, by adopting a double support on the ring shaft.
Hence, an important reduction of mechanical yielding is achieved, allowing a
complete elimination of the flexotorsional problems.
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PERT BS Stand’s key strengths are:
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•

Absence of spindles (involving a 5% reduction of electrical power consumption);

•

Absence of chocks;

•

Reduced on-board piping;

•

-85% of spare parts;

•

High stiffness;

•

Roll gap regulation with eccentric system;

•

Ring gap regulation starts from 5 micron;

•

Increased bearing life (min 50,000 h);

•

Smaller dimension for easy handling;

•

Horizontal and vertical stand with the same design, fully interchangeable;

•

Mono-groove (roughing mill) and multi-groove (intermediate and finishing mill);

•

Increased safety for changing and maintenance operations.
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BS Stand’s compact dimensions enable:
• High rolling bearable loads, thanks to a double support on the ring shafts;

•

Patented rings shaft made in alloy steel allow higher bearable loads (cold
billet) when compared to the weak resistance of the cast iron rolls;

•

High security factor. The stands will not be damaged by accidental
overloads, even if subjected to more than the double the max nominal load.
Furthermore, even in the case of outstanding overloads, the stands are
protected from any considerable damages;

•

The use of rings instead of rolls allows to adopt materials with higher
hardness, thus avoiding the common flexotorsional problems of the
traditional rolls. This solution enables a ring’s working life remarkably
longer than the rolls’.
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•

The use of traditional lubrication systems without particular sophistications (which is
otherwise required if using oil film bearings);

TECHNICAL FEATURES

•

Short production changing time;

Reduction of reactions on constraints

•

Highly reduced maintenance time and cost;

PERT BS Stand under rolling load P = 1850 KN (Billet 150x150 mm, 1050 °C)

•

Drastically reduced cost in foundations;

•

Compact dimension and innovative design in order to have easy access for the
maintenance operation;

•

Reduction of erection times;

•

Reduced building dimensions, thanks to the compact design of BS Stands.

Distributed rolling load on housing allows to reduce the stand mechanical
yielding, ensuring standard tolerance in the final product. In the housingless
stands, the rolling load is concentrated on the tie rods, so the adjusting screws
are subject to mechanical stress, which leads to wear and mechanical yielding.
Constraints surface
The BS Stands have a
reaction surface 5 times
higher than housingless
stands, so housing
elongation, under a load
variation, is reduced to
1/5 compared to common
housingless stands.
Length of stress path
BS Stands have a stress
path whose length is
approximately half of the
common housingless
stands, hence also the
elongations are
proportionally reduced.
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Ring-holder shaft flexion

Reduce the investments for buildings,
cranes and civil works

Because the constraints are very close to the rolling load, the rigidity of the stand
becomes higher and, as a consequence, the flexion of the ring-holder shaft is
reduced. Flexion is reduced by 3 times when compared with common housingless
stands, and by 50% when compared with cantilever stand.

PERT efforts have heavily focused on the containment of the total stand
size and, as shown in figure, on the reduction of stand’s height in vertical
configuration. For example, the BS 650 vertical stand, as part of the roughing
mill, has an height of just 4.30 m, against the average height of 7-8 m of
common housingless stands.

Therefore, we can prove that the rigidity of PERT BS Stands is approx 3 times
higher when compared with other types of rolling stands available on the market;
this grants a very high quality standard to the final product.
Reduce the downtimes of the plant
for the production changes and maintenance
Stand changing time
From motor stop to restart including
the rings-holder shaft changing

10 min

With complete stand as spare

2.5 min

It is possible to reduce changing times, since BS Stand does not include the
container unit and piping on board, which are typical of housingless stands.
The rolling unit unlocking, lifting, replacement and re-locking is fully automated,
both in horizontal and vertical configuration.
Difference of dimension between housingless stands and PERT BI-SUPPORT stand 650,
with vertical configuration and with rolling rolls/ring diameter of 650 mm

The key advantages of the containment are:
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•

The rolling mill building is lower in height, hence has a smaller and lighter
steel structure;

•

Thanks to the reduced height of the second generation BS Stand, the
runways of the cranes are just at a height of +7.50 m and crane capacity is
40% lower compared to a standard mill;

•

Civil works for roughing, intermediate and finishing mill are reduced by 60%;

•

For plants on the ground level, the building can be of concrete prefabricated
type; this option allows to reduce the initial investment and the erection
time schedule.
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REDUCTION IN SPARE PARTS COSTS
The BS Stand bearings have a working life 2.5 times longer (min. 50’000 h) than
the common housingless stand bearings, because in the housingless stand the
rolling load is always fixed on the external ring of the bearing.

The new BS Stands have no machined working parts directly in contact with
water and scale, unlike common housingless stands (e.g. tie rods). All moving
parts are positioned into the housing and are protected by adequate gaskets.
Standard Stand: load
distribution is always in the
same position. The bearing
working life is “X” time

load
direction flow

graphic of load distribution IN
THE EXTERNAL RING OF THE BEARING
Differences between PERT BI-SUPPORT stand and housingless stand.

BS Stands do not need operational intervention in the rolling line, as for the
cantilever stands where the rings change is made; the changing operations in
the working area of the plant are quite cumbersome and the risk to damage the
stand shafts is high.
BS Stand components have been reduced by half compared to common
housingless stand. This allows to drastically reduce the number of spare parts
and the total weight of the stand.
In the BS Stands, the rolling rings are installed on a heat-treated steel alloyed shaft,
which ensures high levels of security against possible crack due to overload during
rolling mill operations. Furthermore, the worn rolling ring only (grooves at the end
life, no possibility of remachining) may be replaced, since the steel shaft where the
rings are installed is not subject to wear and therefore can be reused indefinitely. In
housingless stands the whole rolling roll has instead to be scrapped.

PERT BS Stand: load
distribution is not always in
the same position because
it depends from the gap
between the rings. The
bearing life increases approx
“2,5X” times.

load

load

direction flow

max gap

Motor side housing

middle gap

summariSed loads graphic

Operator side housing
Ring-holder shafts (spare from PERT)

load

Rolling rings (spare from trade)
Worm screw for gap regulation
Gap regulation system
Eccentric system
Roller bearings (spare from trade)
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PERT BS Stands have been designed and developed avoiding the use of cardanic
spindles. In place of cardanic spindles, gear couplings connect the gearbox
outlet with the ring holder shaft, which are always aligned on the axis of the
ring holder shaft; they are not subject to wear and therefore there is neither the
necessity for their replacement nor for spare parts.

The lubrication system is very simple, as the same lubrication oil used for gear boxes
may be used. Unlike cantilever stands, BS Stands do not require any special devices
for water removal from oil.
PERT BS Stand’s key technical-economic strengths are:
1. A net saving on initial investment due to reduced costs for building construction
and civil works;
2. A saving in production costs due to a highly reduced number of spare parts needed.
3. An increase in plant productivity due to lowest changing times and plant
downtimes;
4. Excellent standards of quality of the final product;
5. A significant improvement in plant management, due to lower maintenance
and manpower costs;
6. Each group of stands (basement, gearbox and stand), when assembled, is
tested in our workshops to be “ready to roll”;
7. Cost reduction for machine tools for grooves remachining.
New PERT BS Stands have been designed to be used in rolling mill plants for the
production of rebars, rounds and sections in special bar quality (SBQ) steel grade,
wire rod, light and medium section, and they are suitable for special steel plants.

PERT BS Stands are covered by International patent
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2xTechnology® Finishing Block
Over the past few years, the solution adopted to increase the production of the
rolling mill for rebars, has been the 2 slitting with fast finishing blocks.
This solution grants a finishing speed of 40 m/s, but requires heavy investments
and high production costs.
The finishing blocks usually adopted, are the same ones used for the wire rod
production, and are designed for speeds higher than 110 m/s.
In case of rebar production, the maximum speed is approx. 40 m/s- hence, these
types of machineries are mechanically overdimensioned. This entails higher
investment costs for civil works, electrical and piping, lubrication units and
additional consumptions.

Traditional layout of a 2-strand high speed rebar mill.

From an operational perspective, this solution implies an expensive and
long maintenance cycle, and a high degree of mechanical knowledge for the
operators and the maintenance personnel.
PERT highly skilled and experienced engineers have developed a new
generation of finishing blocks, called 2xTechnology® block, which delivers higher
performance and excellent production quality levels.

Pert layout solution of a 2-strand high speed rebar mill, adopting 2xTechnology® finishing blocks.

2xTechnology® Finishing Block allows to roll two strands at the same time,
making the use of two finishing blocks no longer necessary.
The whole plant has a more compact layout than a plant with a traditional
design.
In addition, Pert has developed the 2xTechnology® Convertible Block which
has similar characteristics to the 2xTechnology®, but additionally provides a
H-H/V configuration, i.e. even stands can be used both in horizontal and vertical
disposition.
This allows to roll the smaller bar sizes in H-H configuration on 2-strands and
the larger bar sizes in a H-V torsion free configuration on a single strand.
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This new type of block features a compact and rigid construction of the body,
which is made of fabricated and not of cast components. Due to their innovative
design, the rolling mill stands are extremely stiff. Very tight tolerances can be
achieved during the rolling process along the bars characterised by uneven
temperature distribution.

2xTechnology® FINISHING BLOCK

TRADITIONAL FINISHING BLOCK

Double strand: if compared to a
traditional 1-strand block, the production
is doubled with an equal finishing speed;
with an equal production volume, the
speed is instead halved

Single strand only

Ring holder shaft mounted
on roller bearings

Ring holder shaft mounted
on oil film bearings

Lubrication of the stand bearings: with
grease with a simple centralised circuit

Lubrication of the stand bearings: with
oil with the necessity of a special unit for
water removal

Water and scale infiltration into
the gearboxes is avoided

Water and scale infiltration in
to the gearboxes

Rings presetting is made in workshop,
ring gap regulation will be made
automatically from the main
control pulpit

Gauges presetting must be carried out
after rings installation on the block, which
leads to very long production stops

Extremely simple foundation

Heavy foundation with underground
room for big oil lubrication unit and oil/
water removal system

PERT 2xTechnology® is covered by International patent
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2xTechnology TwistFree® in 45° arrangement

This block is the natural evolution of our 2xTECHNOLOGY® block.
Based on the 2xTECHNOLOGY®, this new model is the most innovative finishing
block available on the market, from a technology as well as from a performance
perspective.
The block 2xTECHNOLOGY TwistFree® has been designed for a simultaneous
twostrands horizontal/vertical rolling process, reaching 40 m/s for rebars
(corresponding to 100 t/h for rebar 8mm) and 120 m/sec for wire rod
(corresponding to 250 t/h for wire rod 5.5mm).
The fast finishing block 2xTECHNOLOGY TwistFree® may be supplied with a
configuration at 90° for speeds up to 80 m/sec and at 45° for speeds up to
120 m/sec. The block’s flexibility is maximum, and the production may be doubled
by using always the same block.
Pert 2xTECHNOLOGY TwistFree® finishing block has replaced the 3-4 or 5 strands
multislitting technology.

2xTechnology TwistFree® in 90° arrangement

When compared with multislitting mills, the high speed rebar production through
2xTECHNOLOGY TwistFree® provides key competitive advantages:
1. Each strand is finished on the 2xTECHNOLOGY TwistFree® block guaranteeing
very tight tolerances to the final product. With multi-slitting the bars have
a different linear weight due to the non-uniformity of grooves wear and the
unpredictable quantity of material distributed on each strand.
2. The number of short bars is reduced, so the yield of the mill is higher (+1%). In
fact with multi-slitting, the number of short bars for each billet is equal to the
number of strands.
3. Reduced cobbles, thanks to horizontal-vertical configuration; no torsion and
better control of the bar.
4. Thanks to the double twin-channel or to the rotating channel discharging
system, bars are discharged onto the cooling bed, one per notch,
guaranteeing a high accuracy of the bar counting device. The multislitting
process delivers instead up to 3-4 or 5 bars per notch; in this way, separating
the bars to form a tidy layer and counting them become a difficult and rather
inaccurate operation.
5. The production costs of smaller bar sizes (6 - 8 - 10 mm) are significantly
decreased, due to higher hourly production rates.

PERT 2xTechnology TwistFree® Finishing Block
is covered by International patent

For any further information please
contact our technical office at:

info@pertengineering.com
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PERT rebar and wire rod block
Advanced rebar and wire rod rolling processes are characterised by high
productivity rates.

PERT Rebar and Wire Rod Blocks are characterised by a high number of
technical innovations, as well as special features such as:

The product is shaped at a high delivery speed and, if necessary, at a lowerthan-normal temperature to achieve the desirable metallurgical effects.

•

Alternation of horizontal and vertical roll units;

•

Different roll diameters to yield an optimal deformation effect;

•

Quick ring locking system patented by PERT for a fast ring changing (Flur®).

Hence, recent conceptual approaches to rolling wire rod entail that the
equipment involved is exposed to much higher loads. In specific, fast finishing
blocks which operate at extremely high speeds are required to meet particularly
stringent demands.
PERT Rebar and wire Rod Blocks are designed to:
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•

Roll at the highest speed virtually possible;

•

Shape the product at a lower-than-normal temperature;

•

Provide a highly reliable service;

•

Ensure that the product is handled through optimised processes;

•

Generate a low level of noise;

•

Minimise vibrations.

PERT Finishing Blocks are equipped with:
•

Multiroll bearings for rebar production up to 35 m/s;

•

Oil film bearings for wire rod production up to 120 m/s.
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Each roll unit consists of a gear drive unit and a ring holder, the latter being
flange-mounted and accurately aligned through a centring system. Designed
as block-mounted modules, the gear units are built to ensure easy mounting
and accurate alignment of the roll unit on the base frame of the finishing block.
As PERT Rebar and wire Rod Blocks have alternate horizontal and vertical roll
units, rolls and guides can be optimally changed in highly ergonomic operations.
In case of cobble, the reduced inertia of the gears allows the stoppage of the
block in a very short time, avoiding any possible serious damages.
Rebar and Rod Blocks are available in right-hand and left-hand configurations
for use in multiple-strand installation.
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PERT FLUR® Fast Lock/Unlock Ring System
PERT FLUR® Fast Lock-Unlock Ring SYSTEM allows the change of the rolling
rings on our fast blocks in about 1 minute per ring (it means 20 minutes for the
complete replacement of the rings of a 10-pass block employing 3 persons, less
than 15 minutes employing 4 persons).
This change does not require any special equipment and can be carried out also by
personnel without a specific qualification.

Moreover, FLUR® SYSTEM saves a high number of hours of production,
otherwise spent on the changing processes mentioned.
As a result, the utilisation factor of the rolling mill is optimised.

This solution represents a further innovation in the field of the fast finishing
blocks, where PERT has reached nowadays a level of absolute excellence.

FLUR® SYSTEM has considerably increased the annual production volume to
date, especially of the existing rolling mills.

In addition, one of FLUR®’s key competitive advantages, is that all the locking/
unlocking operations are executed without using hydraulic or pneumatic tools, so
that shaft damages never occur. FLUR® is designed to withstand very high rolling
loads and makes the slipping of the ring an impossible event.

For new rolling mills, reducing downtime means more available hours of
production; therefore, for an equal annual production, the hourly capacity of
the reheating furnace could be lower than in a standard mill. This allows a
reduction of operating costs for the fuel consumption of the furnace;
moreover, a lower capacity of the reheating furnace implies less changes of
the rings (or grooves) due to wear, thus increasing even more the hours of
production per year.

FLUR® system is adaptable to all types of existing fast blocks, as well as the
cantilever stand.

PERT FLUR® Fast Lock-Unlock Ring SYSTEM
is covered by International patent

For any further information please
contact our technical office at:

info@pertengineering.com
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The use of PERT FLUR® Fast Lock-Unlock Ring SYSTEM allows a significant
increase in production on annual basis, because the time spent for replacing
the rings of PERT finishing blocks is drastically reduced.
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Wire Rod Mill

Summary table:

Summary table:
STANDARD HIGH SPEED
REBAR MILL

PERT HIGH SPEED
REBAR MILL

Annual hours
of production

7200 h

7200 h

Annual hours of
production for range
8 mm up to 18 mm

5760 h

Reheating furnace
capacity

STANDARD WIRE ROD MILL

PERT WIRE ROD MILL

Annual hours
of production

7200 h

7200 h

5760 h

Reheating furnace
capacity

80 t/h

80 t/h

80 t/h

80 t/h

Total hours for
changes per year

382 h

95 h

Total hours for
changes per year

482 h

121 h

Annual production

500’000 t/y

532’880 t/y

Annual production

500’000 t/y

528’880 t/y

Hourly capacity of
the furnace for
the same annual
production

80 t/h

75 t/h

Hourly capacity
of the furnace for
the same annual
production

80 t/h

75 t/h

High speed rebar mill - yearly production increase
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PERT ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

FIELD OF ACTIVITIES

Because of its long-term experience, PERT is able to fully understand the market’s
needs by offering to Customers a system of integrated solutions. Starting from
the project analysis, we identify the most suitable engineering solutions, and the
most efficient and effective management of the resources through the project
implementation.

•

IRON AND STEEL

•

LIGHT INDUSTRY

•

REFINERIES, CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL

•

INFRASTRUCTURES

•

ENVIRONMENT

Thanks to a team of multi-skilled engineers , PERT provides a wide range of services:
•

Initial surveys and feasibility studies and selection of the best-in-class
technology and process

•

Design

•

Tender documents

•

Bid evaluation

•

Basic and detailed engineering

•

Project control

•

Procurement

•

Inspection and expediting

•

Project management

•

Construction supervision

•

Training of personnel

•

Commissioning and technical assistance

PERT has implemented more than 800 projects in the steel market over
the past 20 years.
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SERVICES OFFERED
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➊ 	FEASIBILITY STUDIES

➌

PLANT MANAGEMENT

•

Technical and economic analysis for investment and investment return

•

Erection supervision

•

Selection of the most suitable technological processes by analysing the final
product characteristics and the logistic/local environment

•

Start up and commissioning

•

Personnel training

•

Production and maintenance management

➍

SURVEY – LASER SCANNER

•

Industrial plants

•

Historical buildings

•

Territory

•

Roads and bridges

•

Preparation of technical specification or tender documentation

•

Project planning

➋

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

•

Definition of contractual documents

•

Analysis of conformity between technical specification and commercial contract

•

Procurement

•

Expediting
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT

service

•

Project planning

•

Cost control

•

Purchase

•

Testing and expediting

PERT set of offerings to the clients go beyond the mere supply of machinery by
providing also a wide range of services.
In fact, PERT works together with the Client during the full implementation of
the project, by selecting the most suitable machines and equipment, finalising
the purchase, and providing consultancy and management services on site.

SITE ORGANIZATION
•
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Site organisation and administration

In addition, thanks to our spare parts department and our highly qualified
technical assistance we can effectively help our clients to make the safest
investments in the current market.
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ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION
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FIELD

BASIC ENGINEERING (BE)

DETAILed ENGINEERING (DE)

MECHANICAL

Design of each component
according to production cycle
and its application

Engineering of drawings
including complete material
list according to
International Standard

CIVIL

Outline drawings
of foundations complete
of loads

Final design including re-bar
calculations according
to Local Regulations

ELECTRICAL

High - Medium - Low
Voltage design of equipment
complete of cable routing
and installation

Final selection of equipment
and analysis of sub-suppliers
offers

STRUCTURAL

Design and dimensioning of
various structures complete
of stress analysis

Fabrication drawings
complete with material
list according to
International Standard

FLUID
DISTRIBUTION
AND PIPING

Fluid distribution and
routings according to
building, civil works and
process installations

Engineering of all material
lists, installation drawings

AUTOMATION

Functional description
complete of field and
microprocessor interfaces
for plant management

Software development
for microprocessor
and Man Machine Interface
system MMI
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